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Learning Overview: After attending this presentation, attendees will understand the utility of tooth crown metrics in the estimation of ancestry and 
how random forest classification is used to achieve high classification rates among several worldwide populations.   

Impact on the Forensic Science Community: This presentation will impact the forensic science community by demonstrating a new method in 
forensic anthropology and by providing a freely available Graphical User Interface (GUI) for practitioners to use in casework and research. 

Teeth have long been studied for their variability among human populations, both metrically, especially using dental apportionment analysis and 
morphologically.1-5  However, tooth crown metrics are typically outperformed by other analyses, such as craniometrics.6 Pilloud et al. have recently 
shown the utility of tooth crown metrics in discriminating among three broad geographic groups (African, Asian, and European) using Hanihara’s 
worldwide odontometrics dataset and linear discriminant function analysis.7 When females and males of those three groups were considered separately, 
Pilloud et al. reported cross-validated total correct classifications of 88.1% and 71.9%, respectively, and a combined cross-validated total correct 
classification of 71.3%.7   

Random forest classification is an alternative to linear discriminant function analysis that uses modified decision trees with non-linear boundaries. 
Essentially, at each decision, or tree, a classification is made and, depending on the number of trees, the group with the highest classification count is 
used for a classification. The user specifies the number of trees and the number of variables tested at each decision tree. For the current study, Hanihara’s 
worldwide dataset was used with the same three broad geographic groups used in Pilloud et al.’s study.7 A total of 32 tooth crown measurements are 
available (16 mesiodistal and 16 buccolingual), representing one side of the dental arcade. The total sample includes 1,674 complete dentitions (African 
Females=17, African Males=85, Asian Females=282, Asian Males=698, European Females=162, and European Males=430). The implementation of 
random forest classification used here includes a 70% training set, 15% validation set, and 15% testing set. Using 500 trees, with four variables tested 
at each decision tree, a total correct classification of the same three broad geographic groups, with females and males considered together (a total of 
six classification groups), achieves a total correct classification rate of 90.3%. When females and males are considered separately, the total correct 
classification rates are 99.1% and 98.4%, respectively.   

A GUI was created with the language shiny in RStudio to allow practitioners to input between one and 32 variables and create custom random forest 
classification models on a case-by-case basis.8,9 Users specify the groups to compare, which can include females and males from the three broad 
geographic groups: African, Asian, and European. Output includes: correct classification rates (both raw counts and percentages), total correct 
classification, group classification, posterior probabilities, positive and negative predictive values, individual node classification counts, out of bag 
error, variable importance, and a Mahalanobis distance matrix. The GUI is freely available at https://anthropologyapps.shinyapps.io/HanihaRa/.  
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